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Summary
A test has been conducted in the static test
facility of the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel
to determine the flow-turning capability and the
effects on nozzle internal performance of several yaw
vectoring concepts.
Nonaxisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzles
with throat areas simulating dry and afterburning
power settings and single expansion ramp nozzles
with a throat area simulating a dry power setting
were modified for yaw thrust vectoring. Forward-
thrust and pitch-vectored nozzle configurations were
tested with each yaw vectoring concept. Four basic
yaw vectoring concepts were investigated on the non-
axisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzles: translat-
ing sidewall, downstream (of throat) flaps, upstream
(of throat) port/flap, and powered rudder. Selected
combinations of the rudder with downstream flaps
or upstream port/flap concepts were also tested. A
single yaw vectoring concept, post-exit flaps, was in-
vestigated on the single expansion ramp nozzles. All
testing was conducted at static (no external flow)
conditions and nozzle pressure ratio varied from 2.0
up to 10.0.
Results from this investigation indicate that yaw
thrust vectoring, either alone or simultaneously with
pitch thrust vectoring, is feasible for both nonax-
isymmetric convergent-divergent nozzles and single
expansion ramp nozzles. The largest resultant yaw
vector angles were produced by flaps downstream of
the throat in each sidcwall (downstream flap con-
cept). At a low nozzle expansion ratio, the resultant
yaw vector angle approached the geometric yaw vec-
tor angle. This yaw vectoring concept is similar to
current pitch thrust vectoring concepts except the
thrust deflection plane has been rotated 90 ° .
Introduction
Current fighter aircraft are designed for good ma-
neuverability over a wide range of flight Mach num-
bers and engine power settings. A propulsion sys-
tem with variable exhaust-nozzle geometry enhances
aircraft performance at different engine throttle set-
tings. Recent investigations of the effects of differ-
ent nozzle designs on advanced jet aircraft perfor-
mance have shown that nonaxisymmetrie (or two-
dimensional) nozzles not only meet performance ob-
jectives but also allow several valuable propulsion-
system design options (refs. 1 through 4). The non-
axisymmetric nozzle geometry integrates well into
multiengine airframe designs and can result in low
installed drag (refs. 5 through 8). The utilization of
nonaxisymmetric nozzles also facilitates thrust vec-
toring and thrust reversing capabilities which im-
prove the overall aircraft maneuverability and agility
and reduce takeoff and landing distances (refs. 3, 4,
and 8).
Pitch thrust vectoring concepts which direct the
exhaust flow away from the axial direction have been
successfully applied to several nonaxisymmetric noz-
zle designs (refs. 5 through 12). The cross-sectional
shape of nonaxisymmetric nozzles (rectangular in-
stead of circular) could also be easily modified for
thrust vectoring in the lateral direction, that is, yaw
vectoring. Yaw vectoring controls at high angles of
attack may increase jet aircraft agility and effective-
ness (ref. 13). Yaw vectoring capability at low speeds
could also enhance aircraft control during short take-
off and landing operation. A one-on-one flight simu-
lation study reported in reference 13 showed a bene-
ficial effect of increased lateral controls on the overall
performance of a conventional fighter aircraft. In this
case, reaction jets were used to provide additional
roll and yaw control to a baseline fighter aircraft.
The effect of the reaction-control jets was indicated
by the percentage of advantages attained by one pi-
lot over another in a series of simulated one-on-one
encounters. The aircraft with reaction-control jets
achieved advantage in about 32 percent of the en-
counters, whereas the baseline aircraft achieved ad-
vantage in only 8 percent of the encounters. Ref-
erence 13 indicates that much of the advantage of
the reaction-control jets results from additional yaw
control.
The two-dimensional convergent-divergent (2-D
C-D) nozzle and the single expansion ramp nozzle
(SERN) are two different generic types of nonaxisym-
metric nozzles. Both nozzle concepts have been suc-
cessfully adapted for pitch vectoring and thrust re-
versing (refs. 9 through 12). Both concepts could also
be easily modified for yaw vectoring. The rectangu-
lar cross section of the SERN and 2-D C-D nozzles,
with relatively flat sides, is more adaptable to yaw
vectoring hardware modifications than conventional
axisymmetric (circular cross section) nozzle geome-
tries. Careful integration of yaw vectoring concepts
with nonaxisymmetric nozzles which already possess
a pitch thrust vectoring capability may provide a
simultaneous pitch and yaw vectoring capability.
To evaluate the effectiveness of several yaw vec-
toring concepts on isolated nonaxisymmetric nozzle
performance at static (wind off) conditions, an in-
vestigation has been conducted in the static test
facility of the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel.
Four basic yaw vectoring concepts and combinations
of these concepts were investigated on several 2-D
C-D nozzles and a single yaw vectoring concept
was investigated on several SERN's. The effects of
yaw vectoring were considered for several different
expansionratios(bothnozzleconcepts)andthroat
areas imulatingdry andafterburningpowersettings
(2-DC-D nozzlesonly). Configurationswith simul-
taneouspitch andyawvectoringcapabilitieswere
alsotested.Thenozzleinternalperformanceandthe
flow-turningcapabilityof the variousyawvectoring
nozzleconfigurationswill bepresentedin thisreport.
Selectedresultsfromthis investigationwerealsopre-
sentedin reference14.
Symbols
All forces (with the exception of resultant gross
thrust) and resultant vector angles are referred to the
model centerline (body axis). A detailed discussion
of the data-reduction and calibration procedures as
well as definitions of forces, angles, and propulsion
relationships used in this report can be found in
reference 15.
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nozzle throat aspect ratio, wt/ht
nozzle exit area, in 2
nozzle expansion ratio
external expansion ratio for SERN
(Ae measured at end of nozzle
expansion ramp)
internal expansion ratio for SERN
(Ae measured at end of nozzle lower
flap)
geometric port throat (minimum)
area of upstream port/flap yaw
vectoring concepts, in"
nozzle geometric throat area (in-
eludes throat area variation due to
yaw vectoring concepts), in 2
rudder or flap chord, in.
measured thrust along body axis, lb
ideal isentropic gross thrust,
/RTt j ('-
lb
rN measured normal force, lb
resultant gross thrust,
V@2+F_ + F_, lb
measured side force, lb
acceleration due to gravity, 32.174
ft/sec 2
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Pt,j
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Tt,i
wi
Wp
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XE
Xh
X8
xt
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_v_p
_v,y
t_y
t_y,i
nozzle exit height, in.
nozzle throat height, in.
axial length from nozzle throat to
nozzle exit, in.
nozzle pressure ratio, Pt,j/Poo
design nozzle pressure ratio (NPR
for fully expanded flow at nozzle
exit)
jet total pressure, psi
ambient pressure, psi
gas constant, 53.36 ft/°R
jet total temperature, °R
ideal weight-flow rate, lb/sec
measured weight-flow rate, lb/sec
nozzle throat width,
4.00 in.
axial distance from nozzle connect
station to nozzle exit station, in.
axial distance from nozzle connect
station to flap hinge, in.
axial distance from nozzle connect
station to end of left sidewall, in.
axial distance from nozzle connect
station to nozzle throat station, in.
ratio of specific heats, 1.3997 for air
vector angle, deg
resultant pitch vector angle,
tan-1 _, deg
geometric pitch vector angle mea-
sured from model centerline (pos-
itive for downward deflection an-
gles), deg
geometric yaw vector angle; flap or
rudder deflection about hinge line
(positive to left looking upstream),
deg
resultant yaw vector angle,
tan- 1 _,__, (leg
ideal resultant yaw vector angle
for upstream port/flap yaw vector
concepts, deg
Abbreviations:
A/B
conf.,confs.
SERN
Sta.
2-DC-D
afterburning
configuration,configurations
singleexpansionrampnozzle
modelstation,in.
two-dimensionalconvergent-
divergent
Configurationdesignations:
S1,$2,...,S17
F1,F2, ..., F23
P1,P2, ..., P19
R1,R2, ..., R16
SR1,SR2,..., SR18
2-DC-Dnozzleconfigu-
rationswith translating
sidewallyawvectoring
concept
2-DC-Dnozzlecon-
figurationswith down-
streamflapyawvectoring
concept
2-DC-D nozzleconfig-
urationswith upstream
port/flap yawvectoring
concept
2-DC-Dnozzleconfig-
urationswith powered
rudderyawvectoring
concept
SERNconfigurations
with post-exitflapsyaw
vectoringconcept
Apparatus and Methods
Static Test Facility
This investigation was conducted in the static
test facility of the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tun-
nel. Testing is conducted in a large room where the
jet from a simulated single-engine propulsion system
exhausts to atmosphere through a large open door-
way. A control room is remotely located from the test
area, and a closed-circuit television is used to observe
the model when the jet is operating. The static test
facility has an air control system which is similar to
that of the 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel and includes
valving, filters, and a heat exchanger to maintain the
jet flow at constant stagnation temperature. The air
system utilizes the same clean, dry air supply as that
used by the 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel.
Single-Engine Propulsion Simulation System
A sketch of the single-engine air-powered nacelle
model on which various nozzles with yaw vectoring
concepts were tested is presented in figure 1. The
propulsion simulation system is shown with a typical
single expansion ramp nozzle (SERN) configuration
installed. The body shell forward of station 20.50
was removed during this investigation.
An external high-pressure air system provided a
continuous flow of clean, dry air at a controlled tem-
perature of about 300 K. This high-pressure air was
varied during jet simulation up to about 10 atm. The
pressurized air was brought by six air lines through a
dolly-mounted support strut and into a high-pressure
plenum chamber. The air was then discharged per-
pendicularly into the model low-pressure plenum
through eight multiholed sonic nozzles equally spaced
around the high-pressure plenum. (See fig. 1.) This
airflow system was designed to minimize any forces
imposed by the *-_ans,e_r_ ......,,faxial momentum as the air
is passed from the nonmetric high-pressure plenum
to the metric (attached to the balance) low-pressure
plenum. Two flexible metal bellows seal the air sys-
tem (between metric and nonmetric model parts)
and compensate for axial forces caused by pressur-
ization. The low-pressure air then passed from the
circular low-pressure plenum through a circular-to-
rectangular transition section, a rectangular choke
plate, and a rectangular instrumentation section,
which were common for all nozzles tested. The in-
strumentation section had a ratio of flow path width
to height of 1.437 and was identical in geometry to
the nozzle airflow entrance (nozzle connect station).
All nozzle configurations attached to the instrumen-
tation section at model station 41.13.
Nozzle Design and Yaw Vectoring Concepts
Static yaw vectoring concepts were investigated
on five previously tested 2-D C-D nozzle configu-
rations and four previously tested SERN configura-
tions.
2-D C-D nozzles. The 2-D C-D nozzle is a non-
axisymmetric exhaust system with symmetric pairs
(upper and lower) of convergent and divergent flaps.
Flat (internally) sidewalls contain the exhaust flow
in the lateral direction. When this exhaust sys-
tem is operated at the design nozzle pressure ratio
(NPR)des , the entire exhaust flow expansion process
occurs internally. On full-scale hardware, actuators
are used to vary nozzle internal geometry to provide
desired engine power setting (At) and/or nozzle ex-
pansion ratio Ae/At. Separate convergent flap and
divergent flap actuators allow independent variation
of engine power setting and nozzle expansion ratio
to provide maximum nozzle performance over a wide
range of flight conditions. The same actuators can
alsoprovidepitchthrust vectoringcapabilityat all
enginepowersettingsbyallowingindependentrota-
tionof thedivergentflapseitherupor down.Devel-
opmentof a 2-DC-D nozzle having these multiple
capabilities is described in reference 16.
All five baseline (no yaw thrust vectoring, 5v,y =
0 °) 2-D C-D nozzles had been previously tested in
the static test facility. Sketches and basic geomet-
ric parameters for each nozzle are given in figure 2.
Two of the baseline configurations, S1 and $6, rep-
resent the dry power operating mode (nominal At =
4.36 in 2) with nozzle expansion ratios Ae/At of 1.08
and 1.78, respectively. Static internal performance
of these configurations has been reported in ref-
erences 9 (confs. C1 and C4) and 10 (confs. D2
and D6). It should be noted that geometric parame-
ters given for identical nozzles in references 9 and 10
and figure 2 of this study vary slightly since mea-
surements of throat height and width vary slightly
with each nozzle assembly. The other three base-
line 2-D C-D nozzles (confs. $9, S14, and S15) rep-
resented A/B power operating mode (nominal At =
8.0 in2). Configuration $9 is representative of a sub-
sonic combat/acceleration configuration and had an
expansion ratio of 1.29. Configurations S14 and S15
were based on configuration $9 but included pitch
vectoring capability. Configuration S14 had a geo-
metric pitch vector angle 5,,p of 9.79 ° and configu-
ration Sl5 had 5v,p = 2{}.28 °. Static internal per-
formance of afterburning baseline configurations $9,
S14, and S15 has been reported in reference 10
(confs. A2, A2V10, and A2V20, respectively).
All five baseline (no yaw vectoring) 2-D C-D noz-
zles used the same set of sidewalls. These sidewalls
were sized to completely contain the exhaust flow for
the dry power, Ae/At = 1.78 nozzle (conf. $6) which
had an exit area Ae = 7.78 in 2. Consequently, the
A/B power nozzle configurations, which have exit ar-
eas greater than 7.78 in 2, have gaps between the flaps
and the sidewalls near the nozzle exit. (See fig. 2,
eonfs. $9, Sl4, and S15.)
2-D C-D yaw vectoring concepts. Four differ-
ent yaw thrust vectoring concepts were investigated
on the 2-D C-D baseline nozzles. Selected com-
binations of these concepts were also tested. The
concepts were a translating left sidewall, sidewall
flaps located downstream of the nozzle throat (down-
stream fla I) yaw vectoring concept), sidewall ports or
flaps located upstreain of the nozzle throat (upstream
t)ort/tlal) yaw vectoring concept), and a powered rud-
der. Note that a(laption of these yaw thrust vectoring
concet)ts (with exception of powered rudder) to filll-
scale ttight hardware would require similar modifica-
tions (e.g., flaps or ports) in each nozzle sidewall for
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a single-engine installation or in each "outside" side-
wall for a twin-engine installation in order to provide
both positive and negative side-force vectors. Be-
cause of symmetry, model yaw vectoring hardware
WaS fabricator] _0 _ .... ;A_ __1-. "*" • ,
.......... _,_,v xu_ ,Ji_ly positive SlCle-Torce vec-
tors (positive resultant yaw vector angle). Thus, sev-
eral yaw vector concepts of this investigation required
modification to left sidewall hardware only. All yaw
vectoring concepts were not applied to all baseline
2-D C-D nozzles. Sketches and photographs of the
yaw vectoring concepts applied to the 2-D C-D noz-
zles are given in figures 2 through 11. Note that the
total measured nozzle throat area At given in these
figures includes area variation due to the geometry
of the yaw vectoring concepts. For some configu-
rations, it was necessary to calculate a throat area
based on an assumed throat location (for example,
for conf. $5).
Sketches of the translating sidewall yaw vectoring
concept configurations are shown in figure 2. Pho-
tographs of selected configurations with this yaw vec-
toring concept are given in figure 3. The translating
sidewall yaw vector concept is completely compatible
with nozzle power setting, expansion ratio and pitch
thrust vectoring requirements because a translating
sidewall would not interfere with upper or lower flap
geometry changes. To simulate a translating side-
wall yaw vector concept, the left sidewall of the noz-
zle was truncated at different locations upstream of
the nozzle exit. The nozzle was then tested with the
modified left sidewall and the full-length (unmodi-
fied) right sidewall. The length of the truncated side-
wall is represented by the ratio (Xs - xt)/ls, which
is the distance from the nozzle throat to the down-
stream end of the left sidewall Xs - xt normalized by
the length of the unmodified sidewall from the nozzle
throat to the nozzle exit Is. Each baseline nozzle was
tested with truncated left sidewalls except the A/B
power nozzle with 9.79 ° pitch vectoring capability,
configuration S14. However, a sketch of configura-
tion S14 is included in figure 2 to define the baseline
nozzle geometry for other yaw vcetoring concepts.
Up to five values of (x_ - xt)/l.s were tested for the
2-D C-D nozzles. For the dry power configurations,
the ratios (xs - xt)/ls tested were 1.00 (full-length
sidewall), 0.63, 0.25, 0 (truncated at nozzle throat),
and -0.25 (truncated upstream of the throat). The
ratios (x_ - xt)/ls for the A/B power nozzles dif-
fered from the ratios for the dry power nozzles be-
cause of a slight shift in t)aseline nozzle throat h)ca-
tion xt. For the A/B power configuration, the ratios
(xs - xt)/ls tested were 1.00, 0.61, 0.23, -0.03, and
-0.30. Expansion ratio A,:/At probal)ly tends to in-
crease as the sidewall is translated (truncated) in the
upstream direction. However, a "true" exit area can-
notbedeterminedbecausetheexhaustflownowhas
a freeboundary,andexpansionratio isnot givenin
figure2for theseconfigurations.
Sketchesof the downstreamflap yaw vectoring
conceptintegratedwith the 2-D C-D nozzlesare
shownin figure4. Photographsof selectedyawvec-
toringconfigurationswith the downstreamflapcon-
ceptareshownin figure5. Thisyawvectoringcon-
ceptwasinvestigatedwith each2-DC-D nozzleex-
cepttheA/B powernozzlewith9.79° pitchvectoring
capability.Thedownstreamflapyawvectoringcon-
ceptconsistsof flapsinstalledin thenozzlesidewalls
downstreamof the nozzlethroat. Whenboth side-
wall flapsaredeployed,oneflapdeflectsintothenoz-
zleinternalflowwhereastheotherflapdeflectsaway
fromtheexhauststream.Thisconceptis similarto
currentpitchvectoringconcepts(refs.10and15)ex-
cept that the reactionplanehasbeenrotated90°
to providesideforceratherthannormalforce.The
sidewallflapsweresizedto accommodatethe min-
imum internaldivergentflap contourof the unvec-
toted (_v,p= 0°) baselinenozzles,that is, for the
Ae/At = 1.08, dry power nozzle (conf. S1). Since one
of the downstream flaps deflects into the nozzle in-
terior during yaw vectoring with both sidewall flaps,
this flap sizing restraint allows normal nozzle opera-
tion over the complete range of nozzle power settings
and expansion ratios tested. Unfortunately, the siz-
ing restraint will probably reduce flap effectiveness,
since this sizing results in flaps which cover only part
of internal sidewall area for Ae/At > 1.08 and/or for
A/B power settings (see confs. F10 and F13 in fig. 4,
for example). When both sidewall flaps are deflected,
the downstream flap yaw vector concept is not com-
patible with simultaneous dry power pitch vectoring
operation because of physical interference between
the nozzle upper divergent flap (used for pitch vec-
toring) and the yaw vectoring flap which deflects
into the exhaust stream. However, by utilizing only
the sidewall flap that deflects away from the exhaust
stream (either left or right side depending on desired
side-force vector), this concept could be compatible
with simultaneous pitch thrust vectoring. Both side-
wall flaps could still be utilized for yaw vectoring at
_v,p =- 0° or, for simplicity, a single flap deflection
could be utilized at all flight conditions. Thus, as in-
dicated in figures 4 and 5, two-flap (both sidewalls)
and single-flap (left or right sidewall) yaw vector con-
figurations were tested on all _v,p = 0° baseline 2-D
C-D nozzles. A single sidewall flap, which deflected
away from the exhaust stream (fig. 4(c)) was investi-
gated on the _v,p = 20.28 ° nozzle. Deflecting a single
sidewall flap results in substantial changes in nozzle
expansion ratio Ae/At. When the sidewall flap is
deflected into the exhaust stream, the throat of the
dry power, Ae/At = 1.08 nozzle actually transfers to
the exit, and the nozzle becomes a two-dimensional
convergent nozzle with expansion ratio equal to 1.0.
Similar changes probably occur when a single flap is
deflected away from the exhaust stream (increasing
Ae/At) or when either flap is deflected on nozzle con-
figurations at other power settings and/or expansion
ratios. However, since exhaust flow escapes through
sidewall gaps or around the sidewall flap for these
configurations, it is impossible to determine true exit
area, and expansion ratio is not given in figure 4.
Two different hinge-line locations for the down-
stream flaps were tested. The forward-hinge flap
(x h = 2.28 in.) hinged at the upstream edge of the
vectoring flap. (See fig. 4.) For the dry power noz-
zles, this results in a flap hinge line at the nozzle
throat. Since the same yaw vectoring flaps and side-
walls were used for all 2-D C-D nozzles, this flap
hinge line fell slightly upstream of the axial noz-
zle throat location (xt = 2.35 in.) of the baseline
A/B power nozzles. For positive side force and thus
positive resultant yaw vector angle 6y, the forward-
hinge flap installed in the left sidewall (left forward-
hinge flap) extended out from the nozzle internal
exhaust flow; this caused an expansion turn of the
flow. The forward-hinge flap installed in the right
sidewall (right forward-hinge flap) extended into the
nozzle exhaust flow; this caused a compression turn.
The mid-hinge, downstream flap (x h = 3.42 in.)
yaw vectoring concept was hinged along the verti-
cal centerline of the sidewall flap. This flap con-
cept pivoted both into and out of the nozzles ex-
haust flow (similar to a butterfly valve) and opened
up a rectangular-shaped port in the sidewall down-
stream of the throat. The hinge point of this con-
cept always fell downstream of the nozzle throat for
both dry power and A/B power nozzles. For posi-
tive geometric yaw vector angle 8v,y (which produces
positive side-force thrust vector), the upstream end
of the left mid-hinge flap extended into the nozzle
flow and "scooped" internal flow through the rect-
angular port in the sidewall. For positive geometric
yaw vector angle, the downstream end of the right
mid-hinge flap pivoted into the nozzle flow while a
rectangular port opened simultaneously at the flap
upstream end. (See figs. 4 and 5.) Any exhaust flow
exiting from this right sidewall port would produce a
negative side-force component and tend to reduce the
turning effectiveness of a positive yaw flap deflection.
The third yaw vectoring concept integrated with
the 2-D C-D nozzles was the upstream port/flap con-
cept. Sketches of the upstream port/flap yaw vector-
ing concepts are shown in figure 6; a photograph of
each type of upstream concept is shown in figure 7.
The upstream port/flap concept was implemented on
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the modelby modifyingonly the left sidewallsuch
that a positiveside-forcethrust component(positive
geometricyawvectorangle)wasobtained.Thefull-
lengthunmodifiedright sidewallwasusedwith each
upstreamport/flap concept.Foractualapplication
to full-scalehardware,theright sidewallwouldalso
bemodifiedsothat bothpositiveandnegativege-
ometricyawvectoranglescouldbe obtainedasde-
sired.Theleft sidewallwasmodifiedfor yawthrust
vectoringby openingup a circularport or a rect-
angularport withhingedflapupstreamof thenozzle
throat. (Seefig.6.) Fourtypesofupstreamport/flap
conceptsweretested:a circularport (Sv,y= 90°);
a 5v,y= 40° forward-hingeflap (xh = 0.70 in.)
which hinged along the upstream edge of the flap
such that, when deflected, the flap would extend
away from the nozzle internal flow; a 5v,u = 20° and
5v,y = 40 ° mid-hinge flap (x h = 1.38 in.) which
hinged along the flap vertical centerline to pivot both
into and out of the nozzle flow (similar to a butter-
fly valve) when deflected; and a 5v,y = 40 ° aft-hinge
flap (x h = 1.98 in.) which hinged along the down-
stream edge of the flap such that, when deflected,
it would extend completely into the nozzle internal
flow. For a flight hardware application of this yaw
thrust vectoring concept, the magnitude of the resul-
tant yaw vector angle would be controlled by varying
the circular port area or the rectangular port flap an-
gle. For the current investigation, model port areas
in the plane of the sidewall (with flaps removed for
rectangular concepts) were sized to be no larger than
10 percent of the unvectored dry power nozzle throat
area, At = 4.36 in 2. The geometric port throat (min-
imum) area Ap, listed in the tables of figure 6, does
not occur in the plane of the sidewall for the rectan-
gular port/flap concepts and varied with flap hinge
location x h and geometric yaw vector angle _v,y. The
maximuni size of the port area was restricted because
it was assumed that current engine control systems
can adequately compensate for up to an additional
10-percent variation in nozzle throat area without
extensive modification.
The last basic yaw thrust vectoring concept in-
tegrated with the 2-D C-D nozzles was the powered
rudder. This concept was investigated on the dry
power nozzles and the pitch-vectored A/B power noz-
zles. Sketches of the installed powered rudder are
shown in figure 8. Photographs of the powered rud-
der assembled with the Ae/At = 1.08 dry power noz-
zle (conf. R4) are shown in figure 9. The powered
rudder concept consisted of the baseline 2-D C-D
nozzh, s, with unmodified full-length sidewalls, plus a
rudder. The rudder was mounted on top of the noz-
zle and extended into the exhaust flow. Two different
rudder chord lengths c were tested, 0.75 and 1.50 in.
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Geometric yaw vector angles (rudder deflection an-
gles) of 0 ° and 20 ° were tested. The photographs
in figure 9 show the rudder with the 1.50-in. chord
deflected to a geometric yaw vector angle of 20 °.
In ........ to _ue tour individual yaw thrust vec-
toring concepts, several combinations of concepts
were also tested. Selected downstream flap yaw
vectoring concepts were combined with the 1.50-in.
chord, _v,y = 20 ° powered rudder concept and tested
on the dry power, Ae/At = 1.08 nozzle (baseline
conf. S1) and on the A/B power, _v,p = 20.28 °
pitch-vectored nozzle (baseline conf. S15). The up-
stream circular port and _v,y = 40 ° forward-hinge
flap (x h = 0.70 in.) yaw vectoring concepts were
combined with the 1.50-in. chord, _v,y = 20 ° powered
rudder concept and tested on the same two nozzles.
A sketch of one of these combination yaw vectoring
configurations is shown in figure 10, and photographs
of two configurations are shown in figure 11. Fig-
ure 10 also contains a table listing all combined yaw
vectoring concept configurations tested along with
their important geometric parameters. Additional
geometric details for these configurations are con-
tained in the sketches of the individual concepts. (See
figs. 4, 6, and 8.)
Single expansion ramp nozzles. Four previously
tested baseline SERN configurations were utilized for
static yaw vectoring tests. Sketches and basic geo-
metric parameters for these 6v,y = 0 ° baseline noz-
zles (confs. SR1, SR6, SRll, and SR16) are given
in figure 12. All four nozzles represented dry power
settings. Configurations SR1 and SR6 represented
unvectored-thrust (6v,p = 0 °) cruise nozzles. SRI
had an internal expansion ratio (Ae/At)i of 1.24 and
an external expansion ratio (Ae/At)e of 1.50. The
other two SERN configurations used for yaw vec-
toring tests, SRII and SR16, represented two differ-
ent pitch vectoring concepts for configuration SR6 at
bv,p = 20 °. Configuration SRll represented a pitch
thrust vectoring concept which utilized a short, vari-
able flap in the trailing edge of the upper external
expansion surface to vary geometric pitch vector an-
gle. Configuration SRI6 represented a pitch thrust
vectoring concept which utilizes a variable full-length
upper expansion surface in conjunction with a vari-
able lower flap to vary geometric pitch vector angle.
Configurations SR6, SRll, and SR16 had been previ-
ously tested and are reported in reference 11 as con-
figurations F6, VFI(20), and VI(20), respectively.
SERNyaw vectoring. A single yaw vectoring con-
cept was integrated with the baseline SERN configu-
rations. The four baseline nozzles were Inodified for
static yaw vectoring by attaching post-exit flaps to
the nozzlesidewalls.Sketchesof the four baseline
SERNconfigurationswith post-exitflaps installed
areshownin figure12;photographsof selectedcon-
figurationswith andwithoutyawvectoringpost-exit
flapsareshownin figure13.Theyawvectoringpost-
exit flapsattachedto the externalsurfaceof both
sidewallsuchthat a flushfit wasobtainedwith the
nozzlesidewallinternalcontour. As shownin fig-
ure12(a),thepost-exitflaphingelinewasinclined
at 46.7° fromvertical.ForconfigurationsSR1,SR6,
andSRll, the post-exitflapsweretestedwith two
differentchord lengthsc of 0.75and1.50in. Each
setof post-exitflaps was testedat geometricyaw
vectoranglesof 0° and20°. Becauseof the inclined
hingelineof thepost-exitflaps,ageometricyawvec-
tor angle(flapdeflection)of 20° resultsin onlya 14°
anglein the axialor streamwisedirection.Contlgu-
rationSR16,whichhadbothupperandlowernozzle
flapsdeflectedfor pitch thrust vectoring,wastested
onlywith theyawvectoringpost-exitflapsof0.75-in.
chordlength.As indicatedin figure12(b),theyaw
vectorpost-exitflaphadto becustomfit forconfigu-
rationSR16becauseofphysicalinterferencebetween
thenozzleupperandlowerflapsandtheyawvector-
ing flap.
Instrumentation
A six-component strain-gauge balance was used
to measure the forces and moments on the model
downstream of model station 20.50. Jet total pres-
sure was measured at a fixed station in the in-
strumentation section by means of a four-probe
rake through the upper surface, a three-probe rake
through the side, and a three-probe rake through the
corner. (See fig. 1.) A thermocouple was also po-
sitioned in the instrumentation section to measure
the jet total temperature. Mass flow of the high-
pressure air supplied to the nozzle was determined
from pressure and temperature measurements in the
high-pressure plenum calibrated with standard ax-
isymmetric nozzles.
Data Reduction
All data were recorded simultaneously on mag-
netic tape. Approximately 50 frames of data, taken
at a rate of 10 frames per second, were used for each
data point; average values were used in computa-
tions. Data were taken in ascending order of Pt,j.
With the exception of resultant gross thrust Fr, all
force data in this report are referenced to the model
centerline.
One of the basic performance parameters used in
the presentation of results is the internal thrust ra-
tio F/Fi, which is the ratio of the actual measured
nozzle thrust along the body axis to the ideal nozzle
thrust. Ideal thrust F i is based on measured weight
flow Wp, jet total pressure Pt,j, and jet total tem-
perature Tt, j. (See section "Symbols.") The bal-
ance axial-force measurement, from which the actual
nozzle thrust F is subsequently obtained, is initially
corrected for model weight tares and balance inter-
actions. Although the bellows arrangement in the
air pressurization system was designed to eliminate
pressure and momentum interactions with the bal-
ance, small bellows tares on the six balance com-
ponents still exist. These tares result from a small
pressure difference between the ends of the bellows
when air system internal velocities are high and from
small differences in the forward and aft bellows spring
constants when the bellows are pressurized. These
bellows tares were determined by running standard
axisymmetric calibration nozzles with known perfor-
mance over a range of expected longitudinal and lat-
eral forces and moments. The resulting tares were
then applied to the balance data to obtain thrust
along the body axis F. The procedure for computing
the bellows tares is discussed in detail in reference 15.
Several other parameters are used in the presenta-
tion of results. The ratio Fr/F i is the resultant gross
thrust divided by the ideal thrust. Resultant gross
thrust is obtained from the measured axial (thrust
along body axis), normal, and side components of
thc jet rcsultant force. From the definitions of F and
Fr, it is obvious that the thrust along the body axis
F includes losses which result from turning the ex-
haust vector away from the axial direction, whereas
resultant gross thrust Fr does not. Losses included
in both thrust terms are friction and pressure drags
associated with the thrust vectoring hardware and,
for some concepts, reductions in weight flow available
for producing thrust. Resultant thrust vector angles
in the longitudinal (pitch) plane 6p and the lateral
(yaw) plane 6y are presented for evaluating the ex-
haust flow-turning capability of various thrust vec-
toring concepts. Nozzle discharge coefficient Wp/W i is
the ratio of measured weight flow to ideal weight flow
where ideal weight flow is based on jet total pressure
p,,j, jet total temperature Tt,j, and measured nozzle
throat area. The nozzle discharge coefficient reflects
the ability of a nozzle to pass weight flow and is re-
duced by any momentum and vena contracta losses
(ref. 17).
For the upstream port/flap concepts, the ratio
of measured resultant yaw vector angle to an ideal
yaw vector angle _y/_y,i is presented on summary
figures as an aid in determining yaw vector concept
flow-turning efficiency. By assuming that the nozzle
primary flow has no side-force component and that
the discharge coefficients of the primary nozzle flow
andport flowareequalto unity, it canbeshownthat
anidealyawvectoranglecanbedefinedas
, Ap sin 5v,y (t)
6y,i = tan-" (At - Ap) cos 6v, p + Ap cos 5v,y
where At, Ap, _v,y, and 6v,p are given in figure 6 for
each configuration.
Presentation of Results
Comparison and summary plots of the results
from this investigation are presented in figures 14 to
40, which are organized as follows:
Figure
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Effect of yaw vectoring ........ 14
Summary of 6y results ........ 15
Summary of simultaneous pitch and
yaw vectoring results ........ 16
Downstream flaps concepts:
Effect of yaw vectoring; right and
left flaps; 5,,p -- 0 ° ......... 17
Effect of yaw vectoring; left flap
only; 6v,p = 0° ........... 18
Effect of yaw vectoring; right flap
only; ?iv,p = 0° ........... 19
Effect of yaw vectoring; left flap only;
dv,p = 20.28 ° ........... 20
Comparison of by for individual and
combined flap deph)yments ..... 21
Summary of @ results ........ 22
Summary of simultaneous pitch and yaw
vectoring results .......... 23
Upstream port/flap concept:
Effect of yaw vectoring ........ 24
Effect of expansion ratio and power
setting .............. 25
Summary of simultaneous pitch and yaw
vectoring ............. 26
Powered rudder concept:
Effect of yaw vectoring ........ 27
Summary of thrust losses ....... 28
Effect of chord length
and expansion ratio ......... 29
Summary of simultaneous pitch and
yaw vectoring ........... 30
Combination yaw vectoring concepts:
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etfect of yaw vectoring; 6v,p = 0 ° 31
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effect of yaw vectoring; 6v,p = 0 ° 32
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Tile basic nozzle internal performance data ob-
tained during this investigation are presented in the
appendix as figures 41 through 67. An index to these
figures is given in tables I and II for the 2-D C-D noz-
zle and SERN configurations, respectively.
Results and Discussion
2-D C-D Nozzles
Translating sidewall concept. Summary results
for the translating sidewall concept integrated with
the 2-D C-D nozzles are presented in figures 14 to 16.
Figure 14 presents the effect of varying (xs - xt)/ls
(translating a single sidewall) on the performance of
each baseline nozzle tested with this yaw vector con-
cept. Results are presented as internal thrust ratio
F/Fi, resultant thrust ratio Fr/Fi, and resultant yaw
vector angle _iy as functions of nozzle pressure ratio.
The value of design nozzle pressure ratio (NPR)des
for each nozzle is indicated in the resultant yaw vec-
tor angle plots. Each of the four baseline config-
urations tested with a truncated sidewall achieved
some yaw vectoring capability (6y > 0 °) depending
on NPR and amount of sidewall truncation (trans-
lation). The dry power nozzle with Ae/At = 1.08
produced positive yaw vector angles at all values of
(x,_ - xt)/ls < 1.0 for NPR grcatcr than 2.7; the dry
power nozzle with Ae/At = 1.78 had positive yaw
vector angles above NPR = 7.0. Both the forward-
thrust A/B nozzle and the 20 ° pitch-vectored A/B
nozzle had positive yaw vector angles above NPR
= 4.5. In general, the resultant yaw vector an-
gles are positive when tile nozzle is mlderexpanded
(ot)erating above design NPR) and negative when
the nozzle is overexpanded (operating below design
NPR), particularly for values of (x,_- xt)/l,_ > O.
The ineffective yaw turning capability of this concept
for overexpanded nozzles was expected, since NPR
< (NPR)des ; consequently, at this condition, there
wouldbenotendencyfortheexhaustflowto expand
(turn) out the opensidewall.Thus,the translating
sidewallconcept is effective (generates positive values
of 5y) only when the nozzle is underexpanded. For
an underexpanded nozzle, yaw vector angle increases
as the ratio (_s - xt)/ls decreases, with the largest
values of 5y occurring when the sidewall is truncated
upstream of the nozzle throat so that (Xs - xt)/Is is
negative. (See figs. 14(a) and 14(c).) These results
are also clearly indicated by the data of summary
figure 15. Resultan_ yaw vector angles up to 12 ° can
be achieved with only small losses in internal (body
axis) and resultant thrust ratios. Thrust losses are
negligible for values of (xs- xt)/ls > 0. Similar
results for symmetric sidewall truncation (both side-
walls) were reported in references 9 and 10. Although
yaw vectoring by sidewall truncation upstream of the
nozzle throat ((xs - xt)/Is < 0) has only a small ef-
fect on thrust, there is a 4- to 8-percent decrease in
discharge coefficient from the baseline nozzle. (Com-
pare appendix figs. 42(a) with 42(e) and 44(a) with
44(e).) The low value of Wp/Wi for (xs - xt)/l_ < 0
may be due in part to error in estimating the location
of the nozzle throat and, subsequently, in computing
At for the configuration with the upstream truncated
sidewall. As expected, truncating the sidewall to val-
ues of (xs - xt)/ls > 0 had little effect on discharge
coefficient.
Since (NPR)des is unique for each nozzle expan-
sion ratio Ae/At, the relationship of 5y to (NPR)des is
related to expansion ratio. The magnitude of 5y may
also be affected by the nozzle throat area At. The
effects of nozzle expansion ratio on resultant yaw vec-
tor angle are summarized in figure 15. Resultant yaw
vector angle is presented as a function of (xs- xt)/Is
for the three forward-thrust (hv,p = 0°) nozzles at
different nozzle pressure ratios. At each NPR above
2.0, 59 increases as Ae/At decreases and is positive
when nozzle pressure ratio is above design. If the
translating sidewall yaw vector concept is to be a
viable candidate for full-scale flight hardware appli-
cation, the interdependence of 5y and Ae/At must
be considered. The translating sidewall geometry
(which controls yaw vectoring) and the nozzle up-
per and lower flaps (which control nozzle expansion
ratio) must be coordinated so that adjustments in
Ae/At can be used to maximize 5y while maintain-
ing underexpanded flow for effective yaw vectoring
(hy > 0.0). Such precise coordination would probably
require the addition of integrated flight and propul-
sion controls to the in-flight computer capabilities.
With computer-controlled nozzle geometry, the noz-
zle Ae/At could be automatically reduced, at least to
an underexpanded nozzle condition and preferably to
Ae/At = 1.0 (to obtain maximum resultant yaw vec-
tor angle). Decreasing Ae/At to insure effective yaw
vector control could result in some thrust losses, but
the losses could be minimized by limiting yaw vec-
toring to short periods of application (for example,
during high-speed maneuvers or during takeoff and
landing).
The feasibility of simultaneous pitch and yaw
thrust vectoring was also considered during this in-
vestigation. Although all the yaw vector concepts
were not compatible with pitch-vectored nozzle con-
figurations, the translating sidewall concept was.
The translating sidewall concept was investigated on
the 2-D C-D pitch-vectored nozzle with a 20.28 ° pitch
vector angle (baseline nozzle conf. $15). The results
of simultaneous pitch and yaw vectoring are pre-
sented in figure 16. Resultant pitch vector angles and
resultant yaw vector angles are presented as func-
tions of the ratio (z_-xt)/ls at three different nozzle
pressure ratios. Although the 20.28 ° pitch-vectored
nozzle was overexpanded (NPR < (NPR)aes) for the
NPR range of the current test, which would tend to
limit yaw vectoring capability, these results indicate
that effective simultaneous pitch and yaw vectoring
is feasible for the translating sidewall yaw vectoring
concept. At NPR = 6.0 which is near (NPR)des,
up to 6 ° of resultant yaw vector angle was obtained
concurrent with 17 ° of resultant pitch vector angle
at (Xs - xt)/l_ = -0.03. Pitch thrust vectoring gen-
erally had a small favorable influence on resultant
yaw vector angle (compare circles with squares in fig-
ure 16(b)). However, yaw thrust vectoring (decreas-
ing values of (Xs - xt)/ls) had an adverse effect on
resultant pitch vector angle as shown in figure 16(a).
The detrimental effect of yaw vectoring on resultant
pitch vector angle probably results because some of
the nozzle internal flow expands through the trun-
cated sidewall before it can be turned in the pitch
plane by the nozzle upper and lower flaps.
Downstream flap yaw vectoring concepts. Results
of the downstream flap yaw vectoring concepts are
presented in figures 17 through 23. As discussed pre-
viously, downstream yaw vectoring flaps were sized
for the minimum nozzle internal divergent flap con-
tour of the 2-D C-D nozzles, that is, for the dry
power, Ae/At = 1.08 nozzle. The same downstream
flaps were then used for each 2-D C-D nozzle tested,
regardless of expansion ratio, throat area, or geo-
metric pitch vector angle. Effects of the sizing of the
downstream flaps are included in this discussion.
The results of deflecting left and right down-
stream sidewall flaps on the static performance of
the three forward-thrust (hv,p = 0 °) nozzles are pre-
sented in figure 17. The concept of using two sidewall
flaps to direct the nozzle internal flow for yaw thrust
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vectoringisverysimilarto typical2-DC-Dpitchvec-
toring concepts,exceptfor the vectoringdirection.
AboveNPR= 3.3,thedrypower,Ae/At = 1.08 noz-
zle with left and right downstream flaps has resultant
yaw vector angles which are approximately equal to
the geometric yaw vector angles (fig. 17(a)); this re-
sult is a common characteristic of resultant pitch vec-
tor angles of 2-D C-D pitch-vectored nozzles. Of the
two different downstream flap hinge concepts tested
on the dry, Ae/At = 1.08 nozzle, the mid-hinge flaps
produce slightly larger values of/_y than the forward-
hinge concept (for NPR > 3.3) but also have up to
a 6-percent loss in Fr/Fi throughout tile test nozzle
pressure ratio range. For NPR < 3.3, which is typ-
ical of low-speed operation (Mach number less than
0.6), the forward-hinge downstreanl flaps are clearly
superior to the mid-hinge flaps based on both resul-
tant yaw vector angle and resultant thrust ratio re-
sults. Since Fr is the resultant gross thrust (including
normal and side components) and does not include
any loss that results when the actual thrust vector
does not coincide with the body axis (Sp and/or 5y
not equal to zero), a decrease in Fr/F i (from the
baseline) indicates a friction or pressure loss in the
nozzle that is associated with turning the exhaust
flow (turning losses) and, for some concepts, is due
to installation of the yaw thrust vectoring hardware
(installation losses). For the downstream flap yaw
vector concepts, the geometry of the 6v,y = 0° con-
figurations is identical to the baseline (no yaw vec-
tor hardware) configuration and, thus, there are no
installation losses for these concepts. All the de-
crease in Fr/F i for tile mid-hinge downstream flaps
results from turning losses. These turning losses are
probably associated with exhaust flow separation on
the left, sidewall flap and a reverse thrust component
through the right sidewall flap port. (See fig. 4.)
The other two forward-thrust nozzles (dry power,
Ae/At = 1.78 and A/B power, Ae/At = 1.29) show
tile same trends in thrust ratios and in 6y (figs. 17(b)
and 17(c)) as the dry power, Ae/At = 1.08 nozzle but
produce lower values of resultant yaw vector angle.
This loss in yaw vector effectiveness as power setting
and/or A_/At increases is associated with the size
of the sidewall flap relative to total internal sidewall
area. These effects are discussed in detail later in the
text.
A potential disadvantage of the combined left and
right downstream flaps yaw vectoring concept is that
it. may not be compatibh, with simultaneous pitch
and yaw wwtoring. The yaw vectoring flap which
hinges into the nozzle internal flow (for positive 6v,y,
the right downslrealn flap) would interfere with tile
upper (fi, r positive 0v,p) and lower (for negative _v,p)
pitch vectoring with flaps without a redesign of the
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flap shapes. Consequently, a single downstream yaw
vectoring flap in the left sidewall was also tested in
addition to the combined downstream flaps already
discussed. For positive _v,u, the left sidewall flap
deflects away from the upper and lower nozzle flaps,
and thus simultaneous pitch thrust vectoring could
be accomplished. Note that when simultaneous pitch
and yaw vectoring are not required, both sidewall
flaps could still be utilized for yaw thrust vectoring
if desired. For data completeness and also to aid
data analysis, right sidewall flap deflections were
also tested on two ?)v,p = 0 ° baseline nozzles at a
positive geometric yaw vector angle; simultaneous
pitch thrust vectoring is not compatible with positive
right sidewall deflections without redesigning flap
shape.
The results of deflecting the left downstream flap
alone on the performance of three baseline forward-
thrust nozzles are presented in figure 18. The results
of deflecting the right downstream flap alone on the
performance of two of the same nozzles are presented
in figure 19. Figure 20 presents results on the effects
of simultaneous pitch and yaw thrust vectoring using
only the left sidewall flap (fig. 4(c)) for positive values
of 5v,y. Although the single-flap yaw vectoring con-
figurations do not provide as much yaw vectoring ca-
pability as the combined left and right sidewall flaps
yaw vectoring configurations (compare fig. 17 with
figs. 18 and 19), resultant yaw vectoring angles up
to 11 ° were obtained. Similar to the result observed
when both sidewall flaps were deflected, the largest
values of resultant yaw vector angle _y for all single-
flap yaw vectoring configurations were obtained with
the dry power, Ae/At = 1.08 baseline nozzle. For
the left, downstream flap configurations (expansion
turn), the mid hinge location (fig. 4) produced larger
resultant yaw vector angles (for NPR > 2.5) than the
forward hinge location; this result is similar to the
one observed for tile left and right downstream flaps
configurations at the higher NPR tested. "Scoop-
ing" or forcing the internal flow through a sidewall
port opened by the mid-hinge flap is a better flow-
turning mechanism than an expansion turn around
a corner formed by the forward-hinge flap. An op-
posite result is shown for the right downstream flap
configurations. For these configurations (fig. 19), the
forward hinge location produced larger resultant yaw
vector angles than tile mid hinge location. For tile
mid-hinge flap, part of the positive yaw vector thrust
component produced by tile flap internal surface is
probably offset by a negative yaw w_ctor thrust com-
ponent resulting from exhaust flow through the right
sidewall port opened upstream of the hinge by tile
downstream mid-hinge yaw w_ctor flap.
Resultant thrust ratio Fr/F i and internal thrust
ratio F/F i of all single-flap yaw vectoring configura-
tions tested vary significantly from baseline (_v,y =
0°) values. (See figs. 18 and 19.) This trend dif-
fers considerably from the result shown previously for
yaw vectoring with both left and right downstream
forward-hinge flaps (fig. 17) which indicated little ef-
fect of yaw vector angle on thrust ratio. It is hypoth-
esized that all the variation in Fr/F i and F/F i shown
in figures 18 and 19 for the forward-hinge, single-flap
configurations is caused by a variation in nozzle ex-
pansion ratio Ae/At as geometric yaw vector angle
varies. When both left and right forward-hinge side-
wall flaps are utilized for yaw thrust vectoring, nozzle
expansion ratio does not vary if gaps caused by flap
deflection are ignored. For the forward-hinge flap in
t,,_ left _,u_..... n only, nozzlc cxit area and thus ex-
pansion ratio increase as geometric yaw vector angle
increases. Increasing nozzle expansion ratio would
increase design nozzle pressure ratio ((NPR)des --
2.89 for Ae/At = 1.08 baseline nozzle). Thus in-
creasing nozzle expansion ratio (from the baseline
value) would move maximum nozzle performance to
higher values of NPR, increase nozzle overexpansion
losses at low NPR, and decrease nozzle underexpan-
sion losses at high NPR; these are the exact trends
with increasing _v,y shown in figure 18 for the left
forward-hinge flap. For the forward-hinge flap in the
right sidewall only, nozzle exit area, expansion ratio,
and design nozzle pressure ratio decrease as geomet-
ric yaw vector angle increases. In fact, for the dry
power, Ae/At -- 1.08 nozzle, the nozzle exit area for
both yaw vector angles tested (_v,y = 10° and 20 °)
with the right forward-hinge flap is smaller than the
baseline nozzle throat area. Thus, for these config-
urations (F2 and F5), the nozzle throat transfers to
the exit and the nozzle becomes a nonaxisymmet-
ric convergent nozzle with (NPR)des = 1.89. Rel-
ative to the baseline nozzle performance, decreas-
ing nozzle expansion ratio (by increasing _v,y with
right forward-hinge flap) would move maximum noz-
zle performance to a lower value of NPR, decrease
nozzle overexpansion losses at low NPR, and increase
nozzle underexpansion losses at high NPR; these are
the exact trends with increasing _v,v shown in fig-
ure 19 for the forward-hinge (right sidewall only) flap.
In fact, the thrust ratios of the _v,y = 10 ° (conf. F2)
and _v,v = 20 ° (conf. F5) configurations, which were
known to have identical expansion ratios of 1.0, are
essentially the same.
The decreases in resultant thrust ratio Fr/F i and
internal thrust ratio F/F i from the baseline nozzles
(_v,v = 0°) for the mid-hinge, single-flap configura-
tions are substantially larger than for the forward-
hinge, single-flap configurations. The magnitude of
the resultant thrust losses, up to 4 percent of ideal
thrust for the left sidewall flap (fig. 18) and up to
6 percent of ideal thrust for the right sidewall flap
(fig. 19), is too large to be completely attributed to
a variation in nozzle expansion ratio as was the case
for the forward-hinge flap. As discussed previously
for the left and right downstream flap configurations
(fig. 17), it is believed that additional thrust losses
on the mid-hinge flaps are associated with exhaust
flow separation on the left sidewall flap and a re-
verse thrust component, which could be quite large,
through the right sidewall flap port. The thrust
losses shown in figures 18 and 19 for the mid-hinge,
single-flap configurations do not add up to equal the
thrust loss shown in figure 17 for both sidewall flaps
deflected, probably because of indeterminate vari-
ations in nozzle expansion ratio for the sing!e-flap
configurations.
A comparison of resultant yaw vector angles for
individual and combined downstream yaw vector flap
deployments is shown in figure 21. Deflection of the
left sidewall flap outward (expansion turn), which is
compatible with simultaneous pitch thrust vectoring,
generally produced larger resultant yaw vector an-
gles than deflection of the right sidewall flap inward
(compression turn). Also shown in figure 21 is a com-
parison of the algebraic sum of _y from the left and
right single-flap configurations (dashed line) with _v
obtained with both flaps deflected. This comparison
indicates that the individual flap deployment results
are not additive (algebraic sum of individual _v less
than 6y for both flaps deflected), particularly for the
dry power nozzle. Obviously, for a single-flap deflec-
tion, only the exhaust flow near the sidewall is turned
through an angle near the flap geometric vector an-
gle _v,y; successively less exhaust flow turning would
occur as the opposite nozzle sidewall is approached.
Measured resultant yaw vector angle _y shown in fig-
ure 21 is essentially the exhaust flow turning angle
(which probably ranges from 20 ° at one sidewall to
0° at the other) integrated across the nozzle exit.
When both left and right flaps are deflected, a favor-
able or synergistic interaction occurs. For these con-
figurations, particularly the dry power, Ae/At = 1.08
nozzle, the exhaust flow turning angles near the noz-
zle centerline are probably much closer to the geo-
metric yaw vector angle than results for a single-flap
deflection.
Summary figure 22 presents the effects of power
setting (At), nozzle expansion ratio, and geometric
yaw vector angle on resultant yaw vector angle for
the three types of downstream flap deflections. The
nozzle expansion ratios given at the top of figure 22
are for the baseline (Sv,v = 0 °) nozzles only. Above
NPR -- 2.0, resultant yaw vector angle increases al-
most linearly with geometric yaw vector angle for all
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configurationstested. This result indicatesthat
largerresultantyawvectoranglescouldbeobtained
by largerdownstreamflapdeflections.The nonlin-
earvariationof _ with _v,_uat low NPRwhenthe
left downstreamflapor both downstreamflapsare
deflectedisprobablycausedbyexhaustflowsepara-
tion on the yawvectorflap. Separationon the flap
wouldtendto increasewith increasing6v,y.Another
possiblereasonfor nonlineareffectsis thevariation
in Ae/At with 5v,y discussed previously for single-flap
yaw vector configurations.
It is obvious from figure 22 that resultant yaw
vector angle is a strong function of Ae/At and that
power setting (At) has at least a secondary effect on
by. Both of these parameters affect the size of the
sidewall flap relative to total sidewall area. Compar-
ing configurations with the same throat area (the two
dry power nozzles) shows that, similar to the trans-
lating sidewall concept, decreasing nozzle expansion
ratio significantly improves yaw vectoring capability;
the largest values of Sy were always obtained with the
Ae/At -- 1.08 nozzle. There are two reasons for this
trend. The first reason is the relationship between
design NPR and operating NPR discussed previously
for the translating sidewall concepts. Nozzles with
low expansion ratios would operate undercxpanded
oww most of the NPR range (NPR > 2.89 for Ae/At
= 1.08) and nozzle internal flow would tend to ex-
pand out the sidewall and along the downstream yaw
vector flap. Nozzles with high expansion ratios would
operate overexpandcd over much of the NPR range
(NPR < 8.62 for Ae/At -- 1.78), and nozzle inter-
nal flow would not tend to expand out the sidewall.
This decrease in yaw vectoring capability at NPR <
(NPR)des probably explains the large decreases in
5y at low NPR shown in fgures 17, 18, and 21. As
discussed previously for the translating sidewall yaw
vectoring concept, yaw vectoring capability could be
optimized by coordinating yaw vector demands with
expansion ratio adjustments in an integrated flight
and propulsion control system. The second reason for
improved yaw vector capability with reduced Ae/At
is the variation in downstream yaw vector flap size
relative to total sidewall area. As noted previously,
the downstream yaw vector flaps were sized for the
dry power, Ae/At = 1.08 baseline nozzle. Thus, for
this configuration, the yaw vector flaps cover the en-
tire awfilable sidewall area. However, when Ae/At is
increased by increasing Ae (compare confs. FI and
F10 on tig. 4(a)), tile downstream yaw vector flaps
do not cow, r the entire available sidewall area; thus,
some of the internal exhaust flow can bypass the yaw
vector flaps without, being turned.
The secondary effect of power setting (At) on re-
sultant yaw w,ctor angle is difficult to interpret in fig-
ure 22 because nozzle expansion ratio changed when
power setting was increased to afterburning. How-
ever, examination of figure 22(b) indicates that the
trend of incroa_incr t_.. with decreasing Ae/At i_ ,-1,__
pendent to a degree on At since the dry power, Ae/At
= 1.78 nozzle produces larger values of 6y at NPR
> 3.0 than the A/B power, Ae/At = 1.29 nozzle.
The explanation for this trend reversal is the vari-
ation with At in downstream yaw vector flap size
relative to total sidewall area. Comparing configura-
tion F10 (fig. 4(a)) with configuration F13 (fig. 4(b))
illustrates that the A/B power yaw vector flaps (al-
though the same physical size as the dry power yaw
vector flaps) would allow a large percentage of the
exhaust flow to bypass the yaw vector flaps without
being turned. Based on these observations, it can be
safely assumed that increasing nozzle power setting
(At) decreases the yaw capability of the downstream
flap yaw vectoring concept.
Summary figure 23 shows the relationship be-
tween resultant pitch and yaw thrust vector angles
during simultaneous pitch and yaw thrust vector-
ing operation. As discussed previously, only single
downstream yaw vector flap deployments are com-
patible with simultaneous pitch thrust vectoring (see
fig. 4(c)). Above NPR = 2, there is no effect of pitch
thrust vectoring on resultant yaw vector angle (com-
pare circles and squares in fig. 23(b) at NPR = 4.0
and NPR = 6.0). However, as shown in figure 23(a),
there is a detrimental effect of yaw thrust vectoring
on resultant pitch vector angle. Increasing 6v (by in-
creasing/Sv,y) decreases _p. As nozzle internal flow is
deflected laterally during yaw thrust vectoring, less
internal flow is available for pitch thrust vectoring,
and _p decreases from levels generated without yaw
vectoring (6v,u = 0°).
Even though yaw wwtoring has an adverse effect
on pitch vectoring, 5p values are still much larger
than 6y values. Tile difference ill magnitude is due to
the difference ill tile size of the pitch and yaw thrust
vectoring flaps. Tile downstream yaw vectoring side-
wall flaps are much smaller than the pitch vector-
ing flaps (nozzle upper and lower divergent flaps).
Nozzle throat aspect ratio (ratio of throat width to
throat height) gives a good indication of relative flap
sizes. The downstream yaw vector flaps were sized
for baseline configuration SI (fig. 2(a)) which has a
throat aspect ratio of 3.67. Thus, the. nozzle upper
and lower flaps (used for pitch thrust w_ctoring) are
more than three times as wide. as the downstream
yaw vector flaps at the throat, l_edesigning the noz-
zle to a lower throat aspect ratio would decrease the
pitch vectoring flap size and increase the yaw vector-
ing flap size. Thus, if desired, a better balance be-
tween pitch and yaw vectoring capabilities (_iy _ 6p)
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couldbeachieveduringsimultaneouspitchandyaw
thrustvectoringoperation.
Upstream port/flap yaw vectoring concept. The
results of the upstream port/flap yaw vectoring con-
cepts (figs. 6 and 7) are presented in figures 24 to 26.
The data of figures 24 and 25 include the additional
port/flap turning efficiency parameter _y/_y,i. (See
section "Data Reduction.") This parameter is a mea-
sure of the relative yaw flow-turning capability of
various upstream port/flap yaw vector configurations
with different port areas and geometric yaw vector
angles. In general, the magnitude of resultant yaw
vector angles generated by the upstream yaw vec-
toring concepts is small, less than 5 ° , regardless of
port/flap type, nozzle geometry, or nozzle pressure
ratio. The small resultant yaw vector angles are due
to the sizing of the upstream port. The maximum
(flap removed) port throat area Ap of each port (cir-
cular or rectangular) was sized to be no larger than 10
percent of the throat area of the dry power baseline
nozzles. This limit on port size was chosen for com-
patibility with current engine control systems. To
obtain larger resultant yaw vector angles _y for the
current upstream port/flap yaw vector concepts, the
maximum size of the upstream port would have to
be increased. This would, of course, increase the per-
centage change in total nozzle throat area to above
the 10-percent level of the current port/flap concepts
and would probably require modifications of the en-
gine control system.
The variation of 6y/_u,i with upstream port/flap
concept gives an indication of how efficient each con-
cept is in turning the exhaust flow in the lateral di-
rection. Although the circular port concept generally
produced the largest values of _ (see fig. 24(a), for
example), it also had low values of _y/_y,i and thus
was one of the least efficient upstream yaw vectoring
concepts. Turning efficiency of the circular port con-
cept could probably be improved by rounding the in-
side lip of the port and/or by reducing geometric yaw
vector angle (canting the sidewall port passage aft).
Although the port passage centerline was perpendic-
ular to the internal flow (6v,y = 90°), it is hypothe-
sized that the flow exits through the port at an angle
substantially less than 90°; thus, resultant vector an-
gles of 40 to 70 percent of the ideal yaw vector angle
are produced. The 40 ° aft-hinge flap always had the
highest values of _y/_y,i, regardless of nozzle configu-
ration. The aft-hinge flap hinges into the nozzle (see
fig. 6) to "scoop" or capture part of the internal flow
upstream of the nozzle throat. This hinge location
was the most efficient of the three hinge locations
tested and produced values of 6y only slightly lower
than the circular port concept. The 40 ° mid-hinge
flap, which operates similar to a butterfly valve, po-
sitions the upstream flap both into and out of the
nozzle internal flow. (See fig. 6.) This hinge location
generally produced values of 6y/by,i between the cir-
cular port and 40 ° aft-hinge flap concepts. At low
nozzle pressure ratios (less than NPR = 3.0), the
forward-hinge flap produces values of 5y and _y/bi
which are comparable to results of the other port/flap
configurations. However, as NPR increases, both 5y
and _y/_y,i rapidly decrease. At NPR greater than
4.0, the forward hinge location produced the low-
est values of resultant yaw vector angle and turning
efficiency of all upstream port/flap concepts tested.
The decrease in 5y and 5y/by,i with NPR is probably
caused by flow separation on the internal surface of
the upstream forward-hinge flap.
Each upstream yaw vectoring concept had an ad-
verse effect on both F/F i and Fr/F i. The upstream
port/flap concepts decreased thrust ratios as much
as 6 percent. (See figs. 24(a) and 24(5).) Since both
F/F i and Fr/F i show the same losses, these decreases
in thrust ratio reflect gross thrust losses and not sim-
ply F/F i losses due to turning the gross thrust vec-
tor away from the body axis. The upstream port/flap
concepts deflect part of the nozzle internal flow before
it reaches the throat. The deflected portion of model
weight flow Wp is not accelerated through the nozzle
throat and thus is not available for producing axial
thrust. Since ideal thrust is based on total throat
area (total weight flow), both thrust ratios generally
decrease with increasing geometric port throat area
Ap. (See fig. 6.) However, the percentage changes
in F/F i and Fr/F i are not as large as the percent-
age changes in total nozzle At due to the port/flap
geometries. For example, the circular port concept
changes At by about 10 percent but decreases the
thrust ratios by about 6 percent when applied to
the dry power nozzle, baseline Ae/At = 1.08. (See
fig. 24(a).) The internal flow deflected by the up-
stream concepts to produce a side-force thrust com-
ponent also produces an axial-force thrust compo-
nent (if flow does not exit the port perpendicular to
body axis) so that the nozzle recovers some thrust
from the flow accelerating through the yaw vectoring
port throat. Examination of the basic data figures
contained in the appendix indicates that the noz-
zle discharge coefficient Wp/W i was decreased up to
2.5 percent by addition of the upstream port/flap
yaw vector concepts. (For example, compare fig. 51
with fig. 42(a).) This decrease is probably caused by
upstream port discharge coefficients which are sig-
nificantly lower than the baseline nozzle discharge
coefficient.
The effects of expansion ratio and power set-
ting on the performance of three upstream port/flap
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conceptsaresummarizedin figure25. Resultsare
presentedforthecircularport,the40° forward-hinge
flap, and the 40° aft-hingeflap. Increasingpower
setting(At) generallyhasadetrimentaleffecton £,
(recall that both baseline dry power nozzles have the
same At). As At increases, so does the weight flow
Wp and thrust F for a given nozzle pressure ratio.
Since the geometric port area Ap of the upstream
port/flap concepts does not vary with nozzle primary
throat area, the amount of nozzle weight flow de-
flected during yaw thrust vectoring and thus the side
force component of deflected thrust F 8 should not
appreciably vary with power setting changes. Thus,
a smaller percentage of the total nozzle weight flow
is deflected during yaw thrust vectoring and _y de-
creases with increasing At. For reasons not currently
understood, increasing nozzle expansion ratio (by in-
creasing nozzle exit area Ae) had a favorable effect on
resultant yaw vector angle for all upstream port/flap
yaw vector concepts tested.
Thrust ratios F/F i and Fr/F i shown in figure 25
exhibit trends with varying NPR and Ae/At typical
of 2-D C-D nozzles. (See refs. 9 and 10 and baseline
nozzle data (figs. 42(a), 43(a), and 44(a)) of the
current test). Of course, the absolute levels reflect
the thrust losses noted previously fl)r the upstream
port/flap yaw w_ctor concepts.
One advantage of the upstream port/flap yaw
vector concepts is that they are all compatible with
sinmltaneous pitch vector operation. The upstream
port/flap concepts were tested on pitch-vectored 2-D
C-D nozzles with 6v,p -- 9.79 ° and 5v,p = 20.28 °. The
effects of geometric pitch vector angle on resultant
yaw vector angle and of geometric yaw vector angle
on resultant pitch vector angle are summarized in
figure 26. As discussed previously, the values of
tiy are low (generally less than 2°) because both
pitch-vectored nozzles are A/B power configurations.
For the upstream port/flap yaw vector concepts,
geometric yaw vector angle had little or no effect
on resultant pitch vector angle (compare flagged
symbols with dashed lines). Similarly, geometric
pitch vector angle had little or no effect on resultant
yaw vector angle (compare different plain symbols).
Powered rudder yaw vectoring concept. Results
of the powered rudder yaw vectoring concepts are
presented in figures 27 through 30. The effects of
this yaw vector con(:ept on nozzle performance are
presented in figure 27 for several different nozzles.
Each nozzle was tested with two rudders, one with
c = 0.75 in. an(t the other with c = 1.50 in. Each
rudder was tested at. two geometric yaw vector an-
gles, giv,y = 0 ° and 6v,y -- 20 °. For a geometric yaw
vector angle of 20 °, the values of 5y only approached
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about 40 percent of the geometric yaw vector an-
gle, regardless of nozzle geometry. The magnitude
of _y depended on the rudder chord length c. For
e = 0.75 in tho muYimum ,¢ .... I_.A ....... ;_.+.1..
4.5°; for c = 1.50 in., the maximum 5y was about
8.5 ° . The effect of rudder chord on resultant yaw
vector angle (for 5v,p = 0 ° configurations) is more
clearly shown by the cross plot of figure 29. As indi-
cated in figure 29, increasing rudder chord produces a
linear increase in resultant yaw vector angles. Thus,
increasing c above 1.50 in. would increase by. Also
shown in figure 29 is the effect of nozzle expansion
ratio on resultant yaw vector angle. This effect is not
as well-defined as the effect of c on by. At low noz-
zle pressure ratios (NPR = 2.0 and 4.0), the nozzle
with the higher expansion ratio produces the larger
values of by. For the low-expansion-ratio nozzle, 5y
increases as NPR increases; this indicates that 5y in-
creases with the size of the exhaust plume (larger
portion of rudder affected by exhaust). However,
for the high-expansion-ratio nozzle, 5y decreases (up
to NPR -- 6.0) as NPR increases. The reason for
this behavior of the high-expansion-ratio nozzle is not
understood.
Both F/F i and Fr/F i (fig. 27) show substan-
tial losses with the powered rudder concepts. There
is an initial installation loss in both thrust ratios
which results from installing the rudder at 5v,y = 0%
Chord length does not affect this rudder installation
penalty. The powered rudder is the only yaw vector-
ing concept which incurred a performance penalty
even when yaw vectoring was not deployed (hv,y =
0°). An additional thrust loss, which increases with
increasing rudder chord, occurs when the rudder is
deflected to 5v,y = 20 °.
The thrust losses which result from the powered
rudder concept are presented in more detail in fig-
ure 28. This figure breaks down the total Fr/F i loss
into individual losses due to rudder geometry and to
yaw vectoring. The results are summarized for the
dry power nozzle, baseline Ae/At = 1.08, with the
1.50-in. chord rudder. The powered rudder installa-
tion penalty mentioned previously is the initial thrust
loss shown in figure 28 (compare the circles and the
squares). This thrust loss (3 to 4 percent of resul-
tant thrust ratio) is caused by pressure and friction
drag on the rudder at 5v,y = 0°. An estimate of rud-
der pressure drag was computed by assuming a dif-
ferential pressure (equal to jet total pressure minus
atmospheric pressure) acting on the rudder frontal
cross-sectional area which was exposed to the noz-
zle exhaust flow. The estitnated pressure drag was
then added to Fr/Fi for configuration R3 (indicated
by the squares). The resulting sum is shown in fig-
ure 28 as a dashed line. The agreement between the
dashedline andthe rudder-offbaselineFr/F i data
(circles) indicates that most of the powered rudder
installation penalty is pressure drag rather than fric-
tion drag. This is why the rudder installation penalty
does not vary with rudder chord. (See fig. 27.) The
rudder utilized for the current test was designed as
a flat plate with thickness of 0.20 in.; it had a blunt
leading edge and a flat trailing edge (fig. 8). The
pressure drag loss could be reduced by redesigning
the rudder with aerodynamic contours and a thinner
profile.
A second resultant thrust loss of 2 to 3 percent
(compare the squares and the open diamonds in
fig. 28) results from turning losses associated with
deflecting the rudder (_v,y = 20°). The exhaust flow
probably separates from the expansion (leeward) side
of the rudder, and shock losses may occur on the
compression (windward) side of the rudder. This
thrust loss increases with rudder chord length. (See
fig. 27.) The third loss (compare the open diamonds
and the solid diamonds) is caused by turning the
thrust vector away from the body axis an amount
equal to _y. Note that this loss is the difference
between Fr/F i and F/F i. This loss increases with 5y
and also occurs for all other yaw vectoring concepts.
The effect of simultaneous pitch and yaw vector-
ing on resultant thrust vector angles is presented
in figure 30. Results are presented for both pitch-
vectored nozzle configurations tested. The effect of
pitch thrust vectoring on 5y is shown for 5v,y = 20 °
(left side of figure). The effect of yaw thrust vector-
ing on 5p is shown for the 1.50-in. chord rudder only
(right side of figure).
Increasing geometric pitch vector angle from 9.79 °
to 20.28 ° decreases the value of by. Both rudder
chord lengths show the same adverse effect of 5v,p
on by, but the effect is more pronounced for the
longer chord (c = 1.50). This negative effect of
pitch thrust vectoring on resultant yaw vector angle
is probably due to the geometry of the 5v,p = 20.28 °
pitch vectored configuration. (See fig. 8(b).) The
flow at the nozzle exit of this configuration is already
vectored in pitch before it reaches the rudder, and
part of the pitch vectored flow apparently bypasses
the bottom of the rudder. It is believed that a similar
decrease in 6y may not exist when the geometric
pitch vector angle is increased from 0° to 9.79 °.
Unfortunately, the _v,p = 0 ° A/B nozzle (conf. $9)
was not tested with the powered rudder concept and
this hypothesis cannot be confirmed. In contrast to
the negative effect of pitch thrust vectoring on by,
geometric yaw vector angle has a positive effect on
5p. This favorable effect suggests that the presence of
the yaw-deflected rudder (_v,y = 20 °) in the exhaust
jet reduces any losses in 5p due to flow separation
from the lower pitch vectoring flap. Installing the
undeflected rudder (hv,y = 0 °) had little or no effect
on 5p (compare dashed lines with circles).
Combination yaw vectoring concepts. The pow-
ered rudder yaw vectoring concept is installed on
the 2-D C-D nozzle downstream of the nozzle exit
and thus would not physically interfere with the op-
eration of any of the other yaw vectoring concepts
tested. To investigate the effects on performance of
combined yaw vector concepts, the powered rudder
concept was tested on selected downstream flap and
upstream port/flap yaw vector configurations. The
combination yaw vectoring geometries were tested on
the dry power forward-thrust nozzle with baseline
Ae/At = 1.08 and on the A/B power nozzle with
5v,p = 20-28 °. Effects of yaw thrust vectoring on the
performance of the combination yaw vectoring con-
figurations are presented in figures 31 through 34. In
general, the results are as expected from discussion of
the individual yaw vector concepts. For example, all
the combination yaw vector configurations suffer the
large thrust penalty discussed earlier for installation
of the powered rudder at _v,y = 0° and, in general,
_y tends to increase with increasing _v,y.
Comparison plots of the effects of individual and
combined rudder/downstream flap yaw vector con-
cepts on Fr/F i and 6y are presented in figure 35 for
the dry power (baseline Ae/At = 1.08) nozzle. Sim-
ilar results for the combined rudder/upstream circu-
lar port concepts on the dry power (baseline Ae/At
= 1.08) nozzle are presented in figure 36. Although
results summarized in these figures are for the dry
power nozzle, the A/B power pitch thrust vectored
nozzle has similar trends in Fr/F i and by. The al-
gebraic sums of by resulting from the individual con-
cepts are presented as dashed lines in the plots of by
as a function of NPR.
Values of resultant thrust ratio for the combined
powered rudder and downstream flap concepts fall
between the resultant thrust ratio results of the indi-
vidual concepts. (See fig. 35.) Similar to the powered
rudder results discussed previously for pitch thrust
vectored configurations, the deflected rudder appar-
ently reduces internal flow separation, in this case on
the left (expansion turn) downstream sidewall flap.
Although nozzle expansion ratio Ae/At varies when a
single sidewall flap (left side of fig. 35) is deflected and
causes some of the variation in Fr/Fi, the favorable
effect of the combined power rudder/downstream
flap concept on resultant thrust ratio is obvious for
both the single and two sidewall downstream flaps.
The combined rudder/downstream flap concepts pro-
duced larger resultant yaw vector angles than either
individual concept (powered rudder or downstream
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flaps)producedalone.However,by comparingthe
dashedlinewith thetriangles,it canbeseenthat _y
valuesfor individualyawvectoranglesarenotaddi-
tive. In fact, for theleft andright downstreamflaps
concept(rightsideoffig.35(b)),additionof thepow-
eredrudderat 6v,y= 20°increased_yby only 10to
20percent.It isobviousthat theleft andrightdown-
streamflapshavealreadyturnedmostoftheexhaust
flowandinstallationofthe poweredrudderprovides
little additionalturning. This result alsohelpsex-
plainwhy the FT/Fi loss for the combined concept
configuration is less than the loss for the powered
rudder ahme. Since the exhaust flow at the nozzle
exit and the powered rudder are nearly at the same
angle for this configuration, any thrust loss due to
separation on the rudder leeward side would be elim-
inated. Addition of the powered rudder to the single-
flap configuration (left side of fig. 35(b)) provides a
larger percentage increase in 6y since, as discussed
previously, the turning effectiveness of the single flap
probably decreases as the undeflected opposite side-
wall is approached and thus the rudder becomes more
effective. However, the individual resultant yaw vec-
tor angles are still not additive even for this case.
Combining the powered rudder concept with the
upstream circular port concept resulted in large re-
sultant thrust ratio losses of up to 12 percent. (See
fig. 36.) The thrust losses of each individual concept
were essentially additive (within I percent) for this
combined configuration. As indicated by comparing
the dashed line with the triangles, the sum of the in-
dividual resultant yaw vector angles of the powered
rudder and the upstream circular port is approxi-
mately equal to _iy for the combined concept. The
upstream circular port concept provides flow turning
by bleeding away a portion of the internal flow up-
stream of the primary nozzle throat. The remainder
of tile internal flow, which accelerates through the
primary nozzle throat, remains unturned (6u _ 0°).
Thus, addition of the rudder at 5v,y = 20 ° operates
as designed and provides additional flow turning at
the nozzle exit. The Fr/F i and 6y results discussed
previously indicate that the powered rudder concept
and upstream port/flap concept operate indepen-
dently of each other even when combined into a single
configuration.
The effect of simultaneous pitch and yaw thrust
vectoring on ¢5pand 5y is shown in figure 37. The
value of the resultant pitch vector angle 6p for the
combination yaw vector concept depends on the ef-
fects of the individual concepts on @. For the
rudder/downstreain flap configuration (fig. 37(a)),
values of/_I, fall below the results of the baseline noz-
zle (6v,y = 0°, ?iv,p = 20.28°). This combined yaw
vector concept has values of 6p which are close to
the values of @ for only the left downstream flap
deflected. This result probably occurs because both
configurations lose the same amount of pitch vector-
ing capability when internal flow is turned laterally
out the sidewall and bypasses the upper and lower
pitch vector flaps. The rudder contributes a slight
improvement in @, probably by eliminating separa-
tion on the sidewall flap. The rudder/upstream port
configuration produces larger 6p than the baseline
nozzle (fig. 37(b)). For this combined yaw vector con-
cept, the values of @ are the same as the values of @
for the powered-rudder-alone configuration. This re-
lationship was expected since the upstream port/flap
concepts had very small effects on 6p during simul-
taneous pitch thrust vectoring. As indicated on the
right side of figure 37, the combined yaw vector con-
cepts produced resultant yaw vector angles during
simultaneous pitch thrust vectoring (_v,p = 20.28°),
which were nearly equal to the sum of 5y for the
individual yaw vector concepts. Thus, simultane-
ous pitch and yaw vectoring is feasible for combined
yaw vector concepts but pitch thrust vectoring ef-
fectiveness depends on which individual concepts are
utilized.
Single Expansion Ramp Nozzles With Post-
Exit Flaps Yaw Vectoring Concept
The results for four SERN configurations (two
forward thrust and two pitch vectored) with a post-
exit flaps yaw vectoring concept installed are shown
in figures 38 through 40. The results for the two
forward-thrust SERN configurations are discussed
first. (See figs. 38(a), 38(b), and 39.) The post-
exit flaps were not very effective and the maximum
value of _y for the post-exit flaps concept was only
about 5° for the SERN with 1.50-in-chord flap at
bv,y = 20 °. As discussed in the section "Nozzle
Design and Yaw Vectoring Concepts," flap deflection
6v,y of 20 ° results in only a 14 ° axial or streamwise
flap angle. Yaw thrust vectoring by deflection of the
post-exit flaps decreased F/F i and Fr/F i, but only
by about 1 percent for the 0.75-in. chord and by 1.5 to
2 percent for the 1.50-in. chord. The thrust loss when
the flaps are deflected is probably caused by exhaust
flow separation from the left-hand (expansion turn)
flap. There was no measurable SERN thrust loss
when the exit flaps were not deployed (6v,y = 0°) .
The rather low values of by shown in figure 38 may
be near the maxinmm which can be obtained by the
post-exit flaps concept without increasing ?_v,y. The
value of 6y for c = 1.50 in. is larger than values of
6y for c = 0.75 in., but as shown in figure 39, this
increase is nonlinear. Resultant yaw vector angle
appears to be leveling off as c increases fronl 0.75
to 1.50 in. (unlike the linear effect of c on ¢5yof the
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2-DC-Dnozzlepoweredrudderconcept).Increasing
flap chordlengthabove1.50in. mayprovideonly
small additionalincreasesin resultantyaw vector
angle. Themagnitudeof _y is perhapslimited by
the high velocityof the SERNflowat the nozzle
exit. Thepreviouslydiscussed2-DC-D yawvector
conceptswhichproducedgoodyawvectoring(such
asthedownstreamflapconcepts)wereimplemented
upstreamof the nozzleexit andactedon flowwith
lowervelocitythan theflowat thenozzleexit. The
supersonicflow at the SERNexit may be more
difficult to turn efficientlythan the internalflowof
the2-DC-Dnozzles;thus,low_yresultsforthepost-
exit flapsconcept.
Theeffectsofthepost-exitflapson thebasicper-
formanceof twopitch-vectoringSERNconceptsare
similar to the resultsdiscussedpreviouslyfor the
forward-thrustnozzles(smallthrust losses,low_y).
Thedatain figure40 indicatethat therearefavor-
ableinteractionsbetweentheyawvectoringpost-exit
flapsandthe SERNpitchvectoringflaps. Increas-
ing@generallyincreased5y; the configuration with
_v,p = 20 °, which utilizes the upper flap only for
pitch thrust vectoring (fig. 12(b)), nearly doubled
resultant yaw vector angle at some NPR. This fa-
vorable interaction is probably caused by an increase
in pressure on the upper pitch-vectored SERN flap
which would tend to cause a lateral spreading of the
exhaust flow and thus improve yaw vector capabil-
ity. For the upper-flap-only pitch thrust vectored
SERN (left side of fig. 40(b)), simply installing the
unvectored (_v,y = 0 °) post-exit flaps increased @;
deflecting the post-exit flaps did not reduce this fa-
vorable effect. The post-exit flaps act as sidewall
extensions and prevent early lateral spreading of the
exhaust flow during pitch thrust vector operation.
For the SERN with both upper and lower flaps vec-
tored (right side of fig. 40(b)), installing the unde-
flected yaw vectoring flaps had little effect on @ but
deflecting the flaps to _v,y = 20 ° increased @. Thus,
simultaneous pitch and yaw thrust vectoring is not
only feasible but mutually favorable for the SERN
with a post-exit flaps yaw vector concept installed.
Summary of Results
A static investigation of several yaw vectoring
concepts installed on two types of nonaxisymmetric
nozzles has been conducted in the static test facil-
ity of the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel. Four
different yaw thrust vectoring concepts were investi-
gated on two-dimensional convergent-divergent noz-
zles at throat areas simulating dry and afterburning
power settings. Pitch thrust vectored configurations
were also tested with each yaw vectoring concept.
The four yaw vectoring concepts were translating
sidewall, downstream (of throat) yaw vectoring flaps,
upstream (of throat) yaw vectoring port/flap, and
powered rudder. Selected combinations of the pow-
ered rudder concept with downstream or upstream
concepts were also tested. A single yaw vectoring
concept, post-exit flaps, was investigated on four
single expansion ramp nozzles which included two
forward-thrust geometries and two pitch-vectored ge-
ometries. All configurations were tested at static con-
ditions (no external flow). The nozzle pressure ra-
tio was varied up to approximately 10 depending on
configuration.
Results from this investigation indicate that yaw
thrust vectoring, either used alone or simultaneously
with pitch thrust vectoring, is feasible for both two-
dimensional convergent-divergent nozzles and single
expansion ramp nozzles. The largest resultant yaw
vector angles were produced by flaps downstream of
the throat in each sidewall (downstream yaw vec-
tor flap concept). At a low nozzle expansion ratio,
resultant yaw vector angle approached the geomet-
ric yaw vector (flap) angle. This yaw vector con-
cept is similar to current methods for obtaining a
pitch thrust vectoring capability except the thrust
deflection plane has been rotated 90 ° . The remain-
ing results are subdivided under nozzle type and yaw
thrust vectoring concept.
Two-Dimensional Convergent-Divergent Noz-
zles
Translating sidewall concept.
1. Resultant yaw vector angle increases with
increasing sidewall translation (decreasing sidewall
length).
2. Resultant yaw vector angle is significantly in-
creased by decreasing nozzle expansion ratio. Posi-
tive turning angles were generated at underexpanded
nozzle operating conditions but negative turning an-
gles were found at overexpanded nozzle operating
conditions. Integrated flight and propulsion controls
could eliminate this problem by reducing nozzle ex-
pansion ratio when yaw thrust vectoring is required.
3. Thrust losses for this concept are small, par-
ticularly if sidewall translation does not go forward
of the nozzle throat.
4. Although effective simultaneous pitch and yaw
thrust vectoring is possible with this concept, yaw
thrust vectoring (sidewall translation) has an unfa-
vorable effect on resultant pitch vector angle.
Downstream flap concept.
1. Deflection of flaps in both nozzle sidewalls pro-
duced the largest resultant yaw vector angles of any
individual yaw vectoring concept tested during this
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investigation.However,simultaneouspitch thrust
vectoringisnot feasiblewhenbothsidewallflapsare
deflected.
2. Althoughdeflectionof a singlesidewallflap
wasnot as effectiveasdeflectionof both sidewall
flaps,resultantyawvectoranglesup to 11° wereob-
tainedfor a singlesidewalldeflectionof 20°. De-
flectionof a singlesidewallflapoutward(expansion
turn), whichis compatiblewith simultaneouspitch
thrustvectoring,generallyproducedlargerresultant
yawvectoranglesthandeflectionof asinglesidewall
flap inward(compressionturn).
3. Whenbothsidewallflapsoranexpansionturn
singleflap areutilizedfor yaw thrust vectoring,a
flap mid-hingelocationgenerallyproducedlarger
resultantyaw vectoranglesthan a forwardhinge
locatedat the nozzlethroat. However,resultant
thrust ratio lossesweresubstantiallylargerfor the
mid hingelocationwhencomparedwith thosefor
theforwardhingelocation.
4. At nozzlepressureratiosgreaterthan2.0,re-
sultant yawvectorangleincreasedalmostlinearly
with increasingeometricflapanglefor therangeof
flapanglestested(up to 20°).
5. Resultantyawvectoranglesofthedownstream
flapconcepts(eitheroneflapor twoflaps)werein-
creased significantly by decreasing nozzle expansion
ratio and/or power setting. Part of the reason for
this trend is that the size of the sidewall flap relative
to total sidewall area increases with decreasing nozzle
expansion ratio and/or power setting (throat area).
Thus, similar to the translating sidewall concept, re-
sultant yaw vector angle could be maximized by an
integrated flight and propulsion control system.
6. By utilizing a single sidewall flap deployed
outward (expansion turn), the downstream flap yaw
vector concept is compatible with simultaneous pitch
thrust vectoring. Yaw thrust vectoring with this
concept had an adverse effect on resultant pitch
vector angle, but even so, the resultant pitch vector
angles were generally much larger than the resultant
yaw vector angles.
Upstream port/flap concept.
1. Resultant yaw vector angles obtained with this
concept were small, primarily because port area was
restricted to 10 percent of the baseline nozzle throat
area.
2. The largest resultant yaw vector angles (ap-
proximately 4 °) were obtained with the upstream cir-
cular port because of its larger port area and geomet-
ric vector angle of 90 °. However, the most efficient
flow-turning concept was a rectangular port with an
aft-hinge flap which deployed internal to the nozzle
and scooped exhaust flow through the port.
3. Flow-turning efficiency tended to increase as
the flap hinge location moved aft or as more exhaust
flow was "scooped" from the nozzle. Results on the
forward-hinge flap, which deployed external to the
nozzle and did not scoop any exhaust flow, indicated
exhaust flow separation on the flap at most nozzle
pressure ratios tested.
4. Resultant thrust ratio losses for the upstream
port/flap concept increased with port area and were
quite large (up to 6 percent).
5. The upstream port/flap concepts are all com-
patible with simultaneous pitch thrust vectoring op-
eration. Little interaction occurred between the pitch
and yaw flow turning mechanisms. However, port
area would have to exceed 10 percent of the nozzle
throat area in order to obtain reasonable magnitudes
of resultant yaw vector angle.
Powered rudder concept.
1. For the test range of rudder chord lengths,
resultant yaw vector angle produced by the powered
rudder concept increased linearly with increasing
rudder chord length.
2. The powered rudder concept was the only yaw
vector concept which produced a thrust loss due to
installation of the yaw vector concept itself (geomet-
ric yaw vector angle equal zero). This thrust loss
resulted primarily from pressure drag on the rudder
and caused a 3 to 4 percent decrease in resultant
thrust ratio. An additional resultant thrust ratio loss
of 2 to 3 percent resulted from turning losses when
the rudder was deflected.
3. The powered rudder concept is compatible
with simultaneous pitch thrust vectoring. Pitch
thrust vectoring had a small adverse effect on resul-
tant yaw vector angle, and yaw thrust vectoring had
a small favorable effect on resultant pitch vector an-
gle.
Combined yaw vector concepts.
Combined yaw vector concepts produced
larger resultant yaw vector angles than those pro-
duced by the individual concepts but the magnitude
depends on which yaw vector concepts are combined.
Single Expansion Ramp Nozzles With Post-
Exit Flaps Concept
1. The post-exit flaps installed on forward thrust
nozzles (geometric pitch vector angle equals zero)
were not very effective, and the resultant yaw vector
angles were low for all flap chord lengths tested.
Consequently, the resultant thrust ratio loss was also
small (1 to 2 percent).
2. Although increasing flap chord length
increased resultant yaw vector angle, the increase
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was not linear, and further increases in chord length
would probably produce only small increases in re-
sultant yaw vector angle.
3. During simultaneous pitch and yaw thrust vec-
toring operation, pitch and yaw thrust vectoring had
mutually favorable effects on each other. For some
nozzle pressure ratios, the resultant yaw vector an-
gle was nearly doubled when geometric pitch vector
angle was increased from 0 ° to 20 °.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665
February 5, 1985
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Appendix
Basic Data
The basic nozzle internal performance data obtained during this investigation are pre-
sented in figures 41 to 67. Figure 41 is included to show the good repeatability of nozzle
internal performance data (for conf. S1). Data on this configuration were obtained at pe-
riodic intervals throughout the investigation. The basic data in these figures consist of
F/fi, Wp/Wi, (Sp, and 5u presented as functions of nozzle pressure ratio NPR. An index to
the basic data figures for the 2-D C-D nozzle configurations is given in table I, and a similar
index for the SERN configurations is given in table II.
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TABLE I. INDEX TO BASIC DATA FIGURES FOR 2-D C-D NOZZLES WITH YAW VECTORING CONCEPTS
Yaw vectoring concepts
Translating sidewall:
(xs - _:t)/ts =
1.00
0.63 or 0.61
0.25 or 0.23
0 or -0.03
-0.25 or -0.30
Downstream flaps:
Forward hinge
Left 6v,y = 10 °, right 5v,y = 0 °
Left 6v,y = 0 °, right 5v,y = 10 °
Left _Sv,_= 10 °, right _v,y = 10 °
Left 5v,y = 20 °, right 6v,y = 0 °
Left 6v,y = 0°, right 6v,y = 20 °
Left 5v,y = 20 °, right 6v,y = 20 °
Mid hinge
Left 5v,y = 20 °, right 5v,y = 0 °
Left _Sv,y= 0 °, right _Sv,y= 20 °
Left 6v,y = 20 °, right 6v,y = 20 °
Upstream port/flap:
Circular port, /_v,y = 90 °
Forward-hinge flap, _v,y = 40°
Mid-hinge flap, 6v,y = 20 °
Mid-hinge flap, $v,y = 40 °
Aft-hinge flap, 6v,y = 40 °
Powered rudder:
c = 0.75 in., _Sv,y= 0°
c = 0.75 in., 6v,y = 20 °
c = 1.50 in., 5v,y = 0°
c = 1.50 in_= 20 °
Rudder and downstream flaps:
c = 1.50 in., rudder 5v,y = 20 °, forward hinge
Left 6v,y = 10 °, right _v,y = 0 °
Left _v,y = 20 °, right 5v,y = 0 °
Left _v,y = 10 °, right _v,y = 10 °
Left 6v,_ = 20 °, right 6v,y = 20 °
c = 1.50 in., rudder 6v,y = 20 °, mid hinge
Left 5v,y = 20 °, right _Sv,y= 20 °
Rudder and upstream port/flap:
c = 1.50 in., rudder 5v,y - 20 °, circular port
c = 1.50 in., rudder 6v,y = 20 °, 40 °, forward hinge
Dry power
5v,p = 0 ° 6v,p = 0°
baseline baseline
Ae/At = 1.08 Ae/At = 1.78
43(a)
43(b)
_Sv,p= 0 °
baseline
Ae/At = 1.29
42(a)
42(b)
42(c)
42(d)
42(e)
47(a)
47(b)
47(c)
47(d)
47(e)
47(f)
49(g)
47(h)
47(i)
51(a)
51(b)
51(c)
51(d)
51(e)
56(a)
56(b)
56(c)
56(d)
60(a)
60(b)
60(c)
60(d)
60(e)
43(c)
48(a)
48(b)
48(c)
52(a)
52(b)
52(c)
44(a)
44(b)
44(c)
44(d)
44(e)
49(a)
49(b)
49(c)
49(d)
49(e)
49(f)
49(g)
49(h)
49(i)
A/B power
_Sv,p= 9.79 °
baseline
Ae/At = 1.35
45
_Sv,p= 20.28 °
baseline
Ae/At = 1.51
46(a)
46(b)
46(c)
50(a)
50(b)
62(a)
62(b)
57(a)
57(b)
57(c)
57(d)
53(a)
53(b)
53(c)
53(d)
53(e)
54(a)
54(b)
58(a)
58(b)
58(c)
58(d)
55(a)
55(b)
55(e)
55(d)
59(a)
59(b)
59(c)
59(d)
61(a)
61(b)
63(a)
63(b)
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TABLE II. INDEX TO BASIC DATA FIGURES FOR SERN WITH POST-EXIT FLAPS
YAW VECTORING CONCEPT
Post-exit flaps
configuration
No exit. flaps
c = 0.75 in., 5v,u = 0 °
c = 0.75 in., 5v,u = 20 °
c = 1.50 in., 5v,u = 0°
e = 1.50 in., 5v,y = 20 °
_v,p = 0°
(Ae/at)i = 1.10
(ae/At)e = 1.41
64(a)
64(b)
64(c)
64(d)
64(e)
_v,p = 0 °
(Ae/At)i = 1.24
(Ae/At)e = 1.50
65(a)
65(b)
65(c)
65(d)
65(e)
_Sv,p = 20 °
upper flap
vectored
66(a)
66(b)
66(c)
66(d)
66(e)
5v, p = 20 °
both flaps
vectored
67(a)
67(b)
67(c)
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(a) Dry power nozzles, A_/At -- 1.08.
Figure 2. Sketches of nonaxisylninetric convergent-divergent nozzle configurations with translating sidewall
yaw vectoring concept. Linear dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 2. Continued.
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Figure 2. Continued.
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Figure 3. Photographs of nonaxisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzle configurations with translating sidewall 
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Figure 4. Sketches of nonaxisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzle configurations with downstream yaw vector
flap concepts. Linear dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 5. Continued. 
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(a) Dry power nozzle; A_/At = 1.08; 6.,p = 0 °.
Figure 6. Sketches of nonaxisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzles with yaw vector upstream port/flap
concepts. Linear dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 6. Continued.
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Figure 7. Photographs of nonaxisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzle configurations with upstream port yaw 
vectoring concept. 
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Figure 12. Sketches of nonaxisymmetric single expansion ramp nozzle configurations with post-exit flaps yaw
vectoring concept. Linear dimensions are in inches.
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(a) Dry power nozzle; baseline A¢/At = 1.08.
Figure 17. Effect of yaw w_ctoring on nozzle thrust ratio, resultant thrust ratio, and resultant yaw w,ctor angle
for 2-D C-D nozzles, G_,p = 0 °, with left and right downstream flaps yaw w_ctoring concept.
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(b) Dry power nozzle, baseline A_/At = 1.78.
Figure 17. Continued.
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(c) A/B power nozzle, baseline Ae/At = 1.29.
Figure 17. Concluded.
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(a) Dry power nozzle, baseline Ae/At : 1.08.
Figure 18. Effect of yaw vectoring on nozzle thrust ratio, resultant thrust ratio, and resultant yaw vector angle
for 2-D C-D nozzles, 6,,p = 0 °, with left downstream flap yaw vectoring concept.
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Figure 18. Continued.
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Figure 18. Concluded.
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(a) Dry power nozzle, baseline Ae/At = 1.08.
Figure 19. Effect of yaw vectoring on nozzle thrust ratio, resultant thrust ratio, and resultant yaw vector angle
for 2-D C-D nozzles, 6v,v = 0°, with right downstream flap yaw vectoring concept.
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deflected.
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(b) Dry power nozzle, baseline A_/At = 1.78 and 6,,,p = 0°.
Figure 24. Continued•
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(a) Circular port; 6.,_ = 90 °.
Figure 25. Effect of expansion ratio and power setting on 2-D C-D nozzle performance with upstream port/flap
yaw vector concept installed and _.,p = 0 °.
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(b) Forward-hinge (x h = 0.70 in.) rectangular flap; 6v,y = 40 °.
Figure 25. Continued•
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(c) Aft-hinge (x h = 1.98 in.) rectangular flap; 6t,,u = 40 °.
Figure 25. (,on :luded.
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(a) Dry power nozzle, baseline Ae/At = 1.08 and (5",p = 0 °.
Figure 27. Effect of yaw vectoring on nozzle thrust ratio, resultant thrust ratio, and resultant yaw vector angle
for 2-D C-D nozzles with powered rudder yaw vector concept.
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(b) Dry power nozzle, baseline A_/At = 1.78 and 6_,p = 0°.
Figure 27. Continued.
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(C) A/B power nozzle, Qv = 9-79°"
Figure 27. Continued.
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(d) A/B power nozzle, 6",v = 20.28 °.
Figure 27. Concluded.
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Figure 28. Summary of thrust losses for powered rudder concept installed on dry power 2-D C-D nozzle.
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(b) Left and right downstream flaps deflected.
Figure 31. Concluded.
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Figure 32. Effect of yaw vectoring on nozzle thrust ratio, resultant thrust ratio, and resultant yaw vector angle
for dry power 2-D C-D nozzle, baseline A_/A_ = 1.08 and 6_,_ = 0 °, with a combination of the upstream
port/flap and the powered rudder yaw vector concepts.
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Figure 34. Effect of yaw vectoring on nozzle thrust ratio, resultant thrust ratio, and resultant yaw vector
angle for A/B power 2-D C-D nozzle, _,,p = 20.28 °, with a combination of the upstream port/flap and the
powered rudder yaw vector concepts.
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(b) Resultant yaw vector angle.
Figure 35. Concluded.
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Figure 39. Effect of flap chord length and nozzle expansion ratio on resultant yaw vector angle for dry power
SERN with post-exit flaps yaw vectoring concept installed. 6v,p = 0°. Data are cross plotted; symbols are
for line identification only.
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(a) Resultant yaw vector angle.
Figure 40. Effect, of simultaneous pitch and yaw thrust vectoring on resultant vector angles of dry power SERN
with post-exit flaps yaw w'_ctoring concept installed. Baseline (Ae/At)i = 1.24 and (Ae/At)e = 1.50.
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(b) Resultant pitch vector angle.
Figure 40. Concluded.
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Figure 41. Variation of nozzle thrust ratio, discharge coefficient, and resultant pitch vector angle with nozzle
pressure ratio for dry power 2-D C-D nozzle, Ae/At = 1.08 and 6v,p = 0 °. Configuration S1.
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